The way to clean optical lens
As we know, the optical lens is important to the image quality, in order to protect the lens , we
should use special tools to clean the optical lens .
1 brush: this thing I have not used, some say, some people say that can not be. Why can't the brush
itself is easy to absorb dust, even keeping good, also to avoid the dust brush down not harboring
the last on the lens, easy to spoil the lens. I estimated using the brush, only with a brush gently put
the dust on the lens to pick up, but not a lot of really brush. Out after the best balloon blew the
best.
2 The lens paper is some reproach, I pour is often used, but there has never been a problem. The
lens paper folded into a roll, and then torn from the middle section of this method with hairy more
for removal of slight stains. If you want to clean, but also to spread the lens paper, single wipe.
Dry cleaning is the most easy to damage the lens; I usually ha gas, the most suitable moist degree.
But some people say that the acidic components in saliva can have damaging effects on the
coating, the only solution will be to gargle, do not laugh, ha ha gas if even the saliva are ha on the
lens, it only shows that the technology does not pass: -)) with the hand in front of the camera lens
cleaning paper also must use soap to handle the clean, do not leave a stain, especially the body's
natural oils secreted.
3 pure alcohol and pure cotton yarn, lens cleaning solution I've seen the formula is: 2:1 = ethyl
alcohol. Configure some, tested in a hybrid MC ZOOM family, is very clean, and do not damage
the coating. The trick is to rub outward from the center of the oil, ether dissolved speed is very fast,
if not to dissolve the grease ether rub the lens ring, it will leave oil film an ether volatilized, had to
use lens paper processing. Because the boiling point ether only less than 50 degrees, so that the
cleaning liquid even sealing, over the summer is also the best reconfiguration, can have a look, as
long as the volume is small, it needs to be matched.
4 About of denatured alcohol etc. There has been some magazine article said that we must avoid
using denatured alcohol, and some seem to say must use denatured alcohol, no degeneration is not
good. But up to now I do not know what is denatured alcohol.

